PolyCOUNT is the advanced vision system, composed by high resolution cameras and laser blade, that provides a 3D image of the bundle face, allowing the counting of bars.

The welding controller is interfaced with the tracking in order to adapt the welding parameters to the grade of steel. This technology can be integrated in the PolyTAG FC, our improved robotic solution, for the bundles tagging, in order to automatize completely the bundles tagging process and control.

It allows to scan the following profiles:

- rebar
- square
- equal angle
- Unequal angle
- flat
- channel
ZERO DOWNTIME

AVAILABLE SERVICES
- Technical Support
- Installation and Setup
- Maintenance
- Application Support
- Hardware Support
- Guaranteed Warranty
- Remote Access via VPN

USER FRIENDLY HMI INTERFACE

AVAILABLE SOLUTIONS:
PolyCOUNT integrates PolyTAG FC, the automatic cell for bundle rods tagging.